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ABSTRACT
Intelligent personal assistant systems that are able to have multi-
turn conversations with human users are becoming increasingly
popular. Most previous research has been focused on using either
retrieval-based or generation-based methods to develop such sys-
tems. Retrieval-based methods have the advantage of returning
fluent and informative responses with great diversity. However,
the performance of the methods is limited by the size of the re-
sponse repository. On the other hand, generation-based methods
can produce highly coherent responses on any topics. But the gen-
erated responses are often generic and not informative due to the
lack of grounding knowledge. In this paper, we propose a hybrid
neural conversation model that combines the merits of both re-
sponse retrieval and generation methods. Experimental results on
Twitter and Foursquare data show that the proposed model outper-
forms both retrieval-based methods and generation-based methods
(including a recently proposed knowledge-grounded neural con-
versation model [8]) under both automatic evaluation metrics and
human evaluation. We hope that the findings in this study provide
new insights on how to integrate text retrieval and text generation
models for building conversation systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The fast development of artificial intelligence has enabled many
intelligent personal assistant systems, such as Amazon Alexa, Apple
Siri, Alibaba AliMe, Microsoft Cortana, Google Now and Samsung
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Bixby.1 As a natural interface for human computer interaction,
conversation systems have attracted the attention of researchers
in the Information Retrieval (IR), Natural Language Processing
(NLP) andMachine Learning (ML) communities, leading to a rapidly
growing field referred to as Conversational AI [7].
Typical task-oriented dialog systems use a modularized architec-
ture which consists of a natural language understanding module, a
dialog state tracker, a dialog policy learning module, and a natural
language generation module [11]. In recent years, fully data-driven
end-to-end conversation models have been proposed to reduce
hand-crafted features, rules or templates. These methods could be
grouped into two different categories: generation-based approaches
[19, 31, 33, 35, 37] and retrieval-based approaches [15, 41–43, 45].
Given some conversation context, retrieval-based models try to
find the most relevant context-response pairs in a pre-constructed
conversational history repository. Some of these methods achieve
this in two steps: 1) retrieve a candidate response set with basic
retrieval models such as BM25 [32] or QL [27]; and 2) re-rank
the candidate response set with neural ranking models to find the
best matching response [39, 41–43, 45]. These methods can return
natural human utterances in the conversational history repository,
which is controllable and explainable. Retrieved responses often
come with better diversity and richer information compared to
generated responses [34]. However, the performance of retrieval-
based methods is limited by the size of the conversational history
repository, especially for long tail contexts that are not covered in
the history. Retrieval-based models lack the flexibility of generation-
based models, since the set of responses of a retrieval system is
fixed once the historical context/response repository is constructed.
On the other hand, the generation-based methods could gener-
ate highly coherent new responses given the conversation context.
Much previous research along this line was based on the Seq2Seq
model [33, 35, 37], where there is an encoder to learn the represen-
tation of conversation context as a contextual vector, and a decoder
to generate a response sequence conditioning on the contextual
vector as well as the generated part of the sequence. The encoder/
decoder could be implemented by an RNN with long short term
memory (LSTM) [12] hidden units or gated recurrent units (GRU)
[3]. Although generation-based models can generate new responses
for a conversation context, a common problem with generation-
based methods is that they are likely to generate very general or
universal responses with insufficient information such as “I don’t
1For example, over 100M installations of Google Now (Google, http://bit.ly/1wTckVs);
100M sales of Amazon Alexa devices (TheVerge, https://bit.ly/2FbnzTN); more than
141M monthly users of Microsoft Cortana (Windowscentral, http://bit.ly/2Dv6TVT).
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Table 1: A comparison of retrieval-based methods and generation-based methods for data driven conversation models.
Item Retrieval-based methods Generation-based methods
Main techniques Retrieval models; Neural ranking models Seq2Seq models
Diversity Usually good if similar contexts have diverse responses in the repository Easy to generate bland or universal responses
Response length Can be very long Usually short
Context property Easy for similar context in the repository; Hard for unseen context Easy to generalize to unseen context
Efficiency Building index takes long time; Retrieval is fast Training takes long time; Decoding is fast
Flexibility Fixed response set once the repository is constructed Can generate new responses not covered in history
Fluency Natural human utterances Sometimes bad or contain grammar errors
Bottleneck Size and coverage of the repository Specific responses; Long text; Sparse data
Informativeness Easy to retrieve informative content Hard to integrate external factual knowledge
Controllability Easy to control and explain Difficult to control the actual generated content
know”, “I have no idea”, “Me too”, “Yes please”. The generated re-
sponses may also contain grammar errors. Ghazvininejad et al. [8]
proposed a knowledge-grounded neural conversation model in or-
der to infuse the generated responses with more factual information
relevant to the conversation context without slot filling. Although
they showed that the generated responses from the knowledge-
grounded neural conversation model are more informative than
the responses from the vanilla Seq2Seq model, their model is still
generation-based, and it is not clear how well this model performs
compared to retrieval-based methods. A comparison of retrieval-
based methods and generation-based methods for end-to-end data
driven conversation models is shown in Table 1. Clearly these two
types of methods have their own advantages and disadvantages, it
is thus necessary to integrate the merits of these two methods.
To this end, in this paper we study the integration of retrieval-
based and generation-based conversation models in an unified
framework. The closest prior research to our work is the study
on the ensemble of retrieval-based and generation-based conver-
sation models by Song et. al. [34]. Their proposed system uses
a multi-seq2seq model to generate a response and then adopts a
Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) ranker to re-rank the gen-
erated responses and retrieved responses. However, their method
still requires heavy feature engineering to encode the context/ re-
sponse candidate pairs in order to train the GBDT ranker. They
constructed the training data by negative sampling, which may lead
to sub-optimal performance, since the sampled negative response
candidates could be easily discriminated from the positive response
candidates by simple term-matching based features.
We address these issues by proposing a hybrid neural conver-
sational model with a generation module, a retrieval module and
a hybrid ranking module. The generation module generates a re-
sponse candidate given a conversation context, using a Seq2Seq
model consisting of a conversation context encoder, a facts encoder
and a response decoder. The retrieval module adopts a “context-
context match” approach to recall a set of response candidates
from the historical context-response repository. The hybrid rank-
ing module is built on the top of neural ranking models to select
the best response candidate among retrieved and generated re-
sponse candidates. The integration of neural ranking models, which
can learn representations and matching features for conversation
context-response candidate pairs, enables us to minimize feature
engineering costs during model development. To construct the
training data of the neural ranker for response selection, we pro-
pose a distant supervision approach to automatically infer labels
for retrieved/ generated response candidates. We evaluate our pro-
posed approach with experiments on Twitter and Foursquare data
from a previous work by Ghazvininejad et al. [8]. Experimental
results show that the proposedmodel can outperform both retrieval-
based models and generation-based models (including a recently
proposed knowledge-grounded neural conversation model [8]) on
both automatic evaluation and human evaluation.2
In all, our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We perform a comparative study of retrieval-based models
and generation-basedmodels for the conversational response
generation task.
• Wepropose a hybrid neural conversational model to combine
response generation and response retrieval with a neural
ranking model to reduce feature engineering costs.
• For model training, we propose a distant supervision ap-
proach to automatically infer labels for retrieved/ generated
response candidates. We evaluate the effectiveness of differ-
ent kinds of distant supervision signals and settings for the
hybrid ranking of response candidates.
• We run extensive experimental evaluation on retrieval-based,
generation-based and hybrid models using the Twitter and
Foursquare data. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed hybrid neural conversation model can outperform
both retrieval-based and generation-based models on both
automatic evaluation and human evaluation. We also per-
form a qualitative analysis on top responses selected by the
neural re-ranker and response generation examples to pro-
vide insights.
2 RELATEDWORK
Retrieval-based ConversationModels. There have been several
recent studies on retrieval based-conversation models [15, 21, 30,
39, 41–43, 45, 46, 51]. Yan et al. [41] proposed a retrieval-based
conversation system with the deep learning-to-respond schema
by concatenating context utterances with the input message as
reformulated queries. Wu et al. [39] proposed a sequential match-
ing network that matches a response with each utterance in the
context on multiple levels of granularity to distill important match-
ing information. Yang et al. [45] considered external knowledge
beyond dialog context through pseudo-relevance feedback and
2Code on Github: https://github.com/yangliuy/HybridNCM
QA correspondence knowledge distillation for multi-turn response
ranking. Although retrieval-based methods can return fluent re-
sponses with great diversity, these approaches lack the flexibility of
generation based methods since the set of responses of a retrieval
system is fixed once the historical context/ response repository is
constructed in advance. Thus retrieval systems may fail to return
any appropriate responses for those unseen conversation context
inputs [7]. In our work, we study the integration of retrieval-based
and generation-based methods for response generation to combine
the merits of these two types of methods.
Generation-based Conversation Models. There have also
been a number of recent studies on conversation response genera-
tion with deep learning and reinforcement learning [2, 4, 18, 19, 25,
29, 31, 33, 35–38, 48, 49]. Gao et al. [7] performed a comprehensive
survey of neural conversation models in this area. Shang et al. [33]
proposed the Neural Responding Machine (NRM), which is an RNN
encoder-decoder framework for short text conversations. In order
to mitigate the blandness problem of universal responses generated
by Seq2Seq models, Li et al. [17] proposed the Maximum Mutual
Information (MMI) objective function for conversation response
generation. Some previous work augments the context encoder
to not only represent the conversation history, but also some ad-
ditional input from external knowledge. Ghazvininejad et al. [8]
proposed a knowledge-grounded neural conversation model which
infuses factual content that is relevant to the conversation context.
Qin et al. [28] extended the knowledge-grounded neural conversa-
tion model and jointly models response generation and on-demand
machine reading, which takes advantage of machine reading mod-
els, such as [20]. Our research shares a similar motivation with
the work by Ghazvininejad et al. [8], but we do not adopt a pure
generation-based approach. Instead, we explore a hybrid approach
that combines retrieval-based models and generation-based models.
Similar hybrid approaches are also used in some popular personal
intelligent assistant systems including the “Core Chat” component
of Microsoft XiaoIce [50]. Our proposed model distinguishes from
prior work using the boosted tree ranker [34, 50] by using a neural
ranking model which holds the advantage of reducing feature engi-
neering efforts for the conversation context/ response candidates
pairs during the hybrid re-ranking process.
Neural Ranking Models. A number of neural ranking models
have been proposed for information retrieval, question answering
and conversation response ranking [9, 13, 14, 24, 26, 39, 40, 44, 47].
These models could be classified into three categories [9, 10]. The
first category is the representation-focused models. These models
learn the representations of queries and documents separately and
then calculate the similarity score of the learned representations
with functions such as cosine, dot, bilinear or tensor layers. A typical
example is the DSSM [14] model, which is a feed forward neural
network with a word hashing phase as the first layer to predict the
click probability given a query string and a document title. The
second category is the interaction-focused models, which build a
query-document pairwise interaction matrix to capture the exact
matching and semantic matching information between the query-
document pairs. The interaction matrix is further fed into deep
neural networks which could be a CNN [13, 26, 47], term gating
network with histogram or value shared weighting mechanism [9,
44] to generate the final ranking score. The neural ranking models
Table 2: A summary of key notations in this work.
ui , U The context of the i-th conversation and the set of all conversation
contexts
f ki , Fi , F The k -th factual text relevant to context ui , the factual texts relevant
to context ui and the set of all factual texts
rki , Ri , R the k -th retrieved response candidate to context ui , the set of all re-
trieved response candidates for context ui and the set of all retrieved
response candidates
дki , Gi , G the k -th generated response candidate to contextui , the set of all gen-
erated response candidates for context ui and the set of all generated
response candidates
yki , Yi the k -th response candidate and the union set of all the candidates
for the i-th context, i.e., yki ∈ Y, Yi = Ri ∪ Gi
y∗i , Y∗ The ground truth response candidate for the i-th context and the set
of all ground truth response candidates
f (·) The neural ranking model learned in the hybrid ranking module
f (ui , yki ) The predicted matching score between ui and yki
in the third category combine the ideas of the representation-focused
models and interaction-focused models to jointly learn the lexical
matching and semantic matching between queries and documents
[24, 47]. The neural ranking model used in our research belongs
to the interaction-focused models due to their better performance
on a variety of text matching and ranking tasks compared with
representation-focused models [9, 13, 26, 39, 40, 44].
3 OUR APPROACH
3.1 Problem Formulation
We define the task of conversational response generation following
the previous literature [8]. We are given a conversation context
ui ∈ U, where ui is the i-th context sequence which contains one
or multiple utterances. There are also F factual snippets of text
Fi = { f 1i , f 2i , ..., f Fi } that are relevant to the i-th conversation
context ui . Based on the conversation context ui and the set of
external facts Fi , the system outputs an appropriate response which
provides useful information to users. Figure 1 shows an example of
the conversational response generation task. Given an conversation
context “Going to Din Tai Fung Dumpling House tonight!”, we can
associate it with several contextually relevant facts from a much
larger collection of external knowledge text (e.g., the Wikipedia
dump, tips on Foursquare, product customer reviews on Amazon,
etc.). A response that is both appropriate and informative in the
given example could be “The shrimp and pork wontons with spicy
sauce are amazing!”.
Going to Din Tai Fung
Dumpling House tonight!
The shrimp and pork 
wontons with spicy 
sauce are amazing!
Context Facts
Response
External Knowledge
Figure 1: An example of the conversational response genera-
tion task. The factual information from external knowledge
is denoted in blue color.
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Figure 2: The architecture of the Hybrid Neural Conversation Model (HybridNCM).
3.2 Method Overview
In the following sections, we describe the proposed Hybrid Neural
Conversation Model (HybridNCM) for response generation. Figure
2 shows the architecture of the hybrid neural conversation model,
which consists of three modules:
(1)Generation Module: Given the conversation context ui and
the relevant facts Fi , this module is to generate a set of response can-
didates Gi using a Seq2Seq model which consists of a conversation
context encoder, a facts encoder and a response decoder.
(2) Retrieval Module: This module adopts a “context-context
match” approach to retrieving a few response candidates R. The
“context-context matching” approachmatches the conversation con-
text ui with all historical conversation context. It then returns the
corresponding responses of the top ranked historical conversation
context as a set of the retrieved response candidates Ri .
(3)HybridRankingModule: Given the generated and retrieved
response candidates, i.e., Yi = Gi ∪ Ri , this module re-ranks all
the response candidates with a hybrid neural ranker trained with
labels from distant supervision to find the best response as the final
system output.
We will present the details of generating the responses for the
i-th context ui by these modules from Section 3.3 to Section 3.5. A
summary of key notations in this work is presented in Table 2. We
use a bold letter for a vector or a matrix, and an unbold letter for a
word sequence or a set.
3.3 Generation Module
We map a sequence of words to a sequence of embeddings by
looking up the indices in an embedding matrix, e.g., u = E(ui ) =
[u1, u2, · · · , uLu ] where Lu is the length of a word sequence ui .
3.3.1 Context Encoder. Inspired by previous works on re-
sponse generation with Seq2Seq models [8, 33, 37], we adopt a
Seq2Seq architecture with attention mechanism [1, 22] in the hy-
brid neural conversation model. In the Seq2Seq architecture, a
context encoder is used to transform a sequence of context vec-
tors u = [u1, u2, · · · , uLu ] into contextual hidden vectors h =
[h1, h2, · · · , hLu ] in Eq. (1).
ht = RNN(ut , ht−1), (1)
where ht ∈ RH is the hidden state at time step t . In our imple-
mentation, we stack two layers of LSTM networks as the recurrent
neural network. With the context encoder, we can summarize the
conversation context by the last hidden vector hLu and maintain
the detailed information at each time step by each hidden state ht .
3.3.2 Facts Encoder. For the facts encoder, we use the same
architecture of the stacked LSTM as the context encoder in Section
3.3.1 to generate the hidden representations of relevant facts. Note
that for each conversation context ui , there are F sequences of facts
F = { f 1, f 2, · · · , f F }. We encode these facts into F sequences
of hidden vectors {f1, f2, · · · , fF } by the stacked LSTM, where
f j = [f j1 , f
j
2 , · · · , f
j
L] and L = |f j |. We summarize a fact into a fixed-
size vector by averaging its hidden vectors, i.e., f¯ j = mean(f j ).
3.3.3 Response Decoder. The response decoder is trained to
predict the next word дt given the representations of conversation
context hLu , facts f¯ , and all the previously generated words д1:t−1
as follows:
p(д |ui ,F ) =
Lд∏
t=1
p(дt |д1:t−1,ui ,F ) (2)
E = [h1, · · · , hLu , f¯1, · · · , f¯F ] ∈ RH×(Lu+F ) (3)
at = softmax
(
ET st−1
)
(4)
ct = Eat (5)
vt = tanh ([st−1, ct ]) (6)
st = RNN(vt , st−1) (7)
s0 = φ
©­«tanh ©­«hLu + 1F
F∑
j=1
f¯ jª®¬ª®¬ (8)
For the decoder, we stack two layers of LSTM networks with
the attention mechanism proposed in [22]. More specifically, we
concatenate the hidden vectors of a contextui and all factual vectors
into a matrix E in Eq. (3). We then compute the attention weight
at by the dot product between the decoder’s previous hidden state
st−1 and all vectors in E, followed by a softmax function in Eq. (4).
The attention context summarizes the conversation context ui and
facts F by the weighted sum of E in Eq. (5). For the input to the
decoder’s RNN network, we concatenate the attention context ct
and the previous hidden state st−1 that summarizes the partial
generated response д1:t−1, and apply a tanh function afterwards
in Eq. (6). The initial hidden vector of the decoder is initialized
by the last hidden state of the context encoder and the average
factual vectors in Eq. (8). φ(·) is a linear function that maps a vector
from the encoder’s hidden space to the decoder’s hidden space. The
conditional probability at the t-th time step can be computed by
a linear function ϕ(·), which is a fully connected layer, that maps
the decoder’s hidden state st−1 to a distributional vector over the
vocabulary, and a softmax function in Eq. (9).
p(дt |д1:t−1,ui ,F ) = softmax(ϕ([st−1, ct ])) (9)
where st is the hidden state of the decoder RNN at time step t .
3.3.4 Train and Decode. Given the ground-truth response y∗
to a conversation context ui with facts F , the training objective is
to minimize the negative log-likelihood over all the training data
Lд in Eq. (10).
Lд = − 1|U|
∑
y∗,ui ,F
logp(y∗ |ui ,F ) (10)
During prediction, we use beam search to generate response can-
didates and perform length normalization by dividing the output
log-likelihood score with the length of generated sequences to add
penalty on short generated sequences.
3.4 Retrieval Module
The retrieval module retrieves a set of response candidates from the
historical conversation context-response repository constructed
from the training data. It adopts a “context-context match” approach
to retrieve a few response candidates. We first index all context/
response pairs in the training data with Lucene.3 Then for each
conversation contextui , wematch it with the “conversation context”
text field in the index with BM25.We return the “response” text field
of top K ranked context/ response pairs as the retrieved response
candidates.4 Note here we only used the context/ response pairs
without the facts in the training data. We would like to keep the
retrieval module simple and efficient. The re-ranking process of
response candidates will be performed in the hybrid rankingmodule
as presented in Section 3.5.
3.5 Hybrid Ranking Module
3.5.1 InteractionMatchingMatrix. We combine a set of gen-
erated response candidates Gi and a set of retrieved response can-
didates Ri as the set of all response candidates Yi = Gi ∪ Ri . The
hybrid ranking module re-ranks all candidates in Yi to find the
best one as the final system output. In our implementation, Gi
contains one generated response and Ri contains K retrieved re-
sponses.5 Note that facts are not used in this re-ranking process.
They are only modeled by the facts encoder in the generation mod-
ule. We adopt a neural ranking model following the previous work
[26, 45]. Specifically, for each conversation context ui and response
candidate yki ∈ Yi , we first build an interaction matching matrix.
Given yki and ui , the model looks up a global embedding dictio-
nary to represent yki and ui as two sequences of embedding vectors
E(yki ) = [yki,1, yki,2, · · · , yki,Ly ] and E(ui ) = [ui,1, ui,2, · · · , ui,Lu ],
3http://lucene.apache.org/
4We set K = 9 in our experiments.
5We adopt this setting as we find that the generated top responses by Seq2Seq based
models are very similar with each other.
where yki, j ∈ Rd , ui, j ∈ Rd are the embedding vectors of the j-th
word in the word sequences yki and ui respectively. The model
then builds an interaction matrixM, which computes the pairwise
similarity between words inyki andui via the dot product similarity
between the embedding representations. The interaction matching
matrix is used as the input of a convolutional neural network (CNN)
to learn important matching features, which are aggregated by the
final multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to generate a matching score.
3.5.2 CNN Layers and MLP. The interaction matrices are
fed into a CNN to learn high level matching patterns as features.
CNN alternates convolution and max-pooling operations over these
inputs. Let z(l,k ) denote the output feature map of the l-th layer
and k-th kernel, the model performs convolution operations and
max-pooling operations respectively in Eq. (11) and (12).
Convolution. Let r (l,k )w × r (l,k )h denote the shape of the k-th
convolution kernel in the l-th layer, the convolution operation can
be defined as:
z(l+1,k )i, j = σ
©­­­«
Kl −1∑
k′=0
r (l,k )w −1∑
s=0
r (l,k )h −1∑
t=0
w(l+1,k )s,t · z(l,k
′)
i+s, j+t + b
(l+1,k )
ª®®®¬
∀l = 0, 2, 4, 6, · · · ,
(11)
where σ is the activation function ReLU, and w(l+1,k)s,t and b(l+1,k )
are the parameters of the k-th kernel on the (l + 1)-th layer to be
learned. Kl is the number of kernels on the l-th layer.
Max Pooling. Let p(l,k )w × p(l,k )h denote the shape of the k-th
pooling kernel in the l-th layer, the max pooling operation can be
defined as:
z(l+1,k )i, j = max
0≤s<pl+1,kw
max
0≤t<pl+1,kh
z(l,k )i+s, j+t ∀l = 1, 3, 5, 7, · · · , (12)
Finally we feed the output feature representation vectors learned
by CNN into a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to calculate the final
matching score f (ui ,yki ).
3.5.3 Distant Supervision for Model Training. For model
training, we consider a pairwise ranking learning setting. The train-
ing data consists of triples (ui ,yk+i ,yk−i ), whereyk+i andyk−i denote
the positive and the negative response candidate for dialog context
ui . A challenging problem here is that there is no ground truth
ranking labels for all the candidate responses (either the generated
response or the retrieved responses) in Yi given a conversation
contextui . The costs for annotating all context-response candidates
pairs for model training would be very high. Thus, we generate
training data to train the hybrid ranking module with distant su-
pervision inspired by previous work on relation extraction [23].
Specifically we construct Yi by mixing K retrieved response can-
didates {r1i , r2i , ..., rKi } and one generated response candidate {д1i }.
We then score these K + 1 response candidates with metrics like
BLEU/ ROUGE-L by comparing them with the ground truth re-
sponses in the training data of the generation module. Note that in
our setting there can be two different types of ground truth: the one
for the generation module to train the Seq2Seq models which we
have, and the one for the generated/ retrieved response candidates
to train the hybrid ranking module which does not exist in the data.
Inspired by the way on deriving the supervision signals for relation
extraction from Freebase by Mintz et al. [23], here we derive the
supervision signals for the hybrid neural ranker from the observed
context/ response pairs in the training data of the generation mod-
ule. Finally we treat the top k ′ response candidates6 ranked by
BLEU/ ROUGE-L as positive candidates and other responses as
negative candidates. In this way, the training labels of response
candidates can be inferred by distant supervision.7 We perform ex-
periments to evaluate the effectiveness of different kinds of distant
supervision signals. In practice, there could be multiple appropriate
and diverse responses for a given conversation context. Ideally, we
need multiple reference responses for each conversation context,
each for a different and relevant response. We leave generating mul-
tiple references for a conversation context for distant supervision
to future work. We have to point out that it is difficult to collect
the data where each context is paired with comprehensive refer-
ence responses. Our proposed method can also be easily adapted
to the scenario where we have multiple reference responses for a
conversation context.
Given inferred training labels, we can compute the pairwise
ranking-based hinge loss, which is defined as:
Lh =
I∑
i=1
max(0, ϵ − f (ui ,yk+i ) + f (ui ,yk−i )) + λ | |Θ| |22 (13)
where I is the total number of triples in the training data. λ | |Θ| |22 is
the regularization term where λ denotes the regularization coeffi-
cient. ϵ denotes the margin in the hinge loss.
Table 3: Statistics of experimental data used in this paper.
Items Train Valid Test
# Context-response pairs 1,059,370 2,067 2,066
# Facts 43,111,643 79,950 79,915
Avg # facts per context 40.70 38.68 38.68
Avg # words per facts 17.58 17.42 17.47
Avg # words per context 16.66 17.85 17.66
Avg # words per response 11.65 15.58 15.89
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Data Set Description
We used the same grounded Twitter conversation data set from
the study by Ghazvininejad et. al. [8]. The data contains 1 mil-
lion two-turn Twitter conversations. Foursquare tips8 are used as
the fact data, which is relevant to the conversation context in the
Twitter data. The Twitter conversations contain entities that tie to
Foursquare. Then the conversation data is associated with the fact
data by identifying Twitter conversation pairs in which the first
turn contained either a handle of the entity name or a hashtag that
matched a handle appears in the Foursquare tip data. The valida-
tion and test sets (around 4K conversations) are created to contain
responses that are informative and useful, in order to evaluate con-
versation systems on their ability to produce contentful responses.
The statistics of data are shown in Table 3.
6We set k ′ = 3 in our experiments.
7Note that we do not have to do such inference during model testing, since we just need
to use the trained ranking model to score response candidates instead of computing
training loss during model testing.
8https://foursquare.com/
4.2 Experimental Setup
4.2.1 Competing Methods. We consider different types of
methods for comparison including retrieval-based, generation-based
and hybrid retrieval-generation methods as follows:9
Seq2Seq. This is the standard Seq2Seq model with a conversa-
tion context encoder and a response decoder, which is the method
proposed in [37].
Seq2Seq-Facts. This is the Seq2Seq model with an additional
facts encoder, which is the generation module in the proposed
hybrid neural conversational model.
KNCM-MTask-R. KNCM-MTask-R is the best setting of the
knowledge-grounded neural conversation model proposed in the
research by Ghazvininejad et al. [8] with multi-task learning. This
system is trained with 23 million general Twitter conversation
data to learn the conversation structure or backbone and 1 million
grounded conversation data with associated facts from Foursquare
tips. Since we used the same 1 million grounded Twitter conver-
sation data set from this work, our experimental results are di-
rectly comparable with response generation results reported by
Ghazvininejad et al. [8].
Retrieval. This method uses BM25 model [32] to match the
conversation context with conversation context/ response pairs in
the historical conversation repository to find the best pair, which
is the retrieval module in the proposed model.
HybridNCM. This is the method proposed in this paper. It
contains two different variations: 1) HybridNCM-RS is a hybrid
method by mixing generated response candidates from Seq2Seq
and retrieved response candidates from the retrieval module in
HybridNCM; 2) HybridNCM-RSF is a hybrid method by mixing
generated response candidates from Seq2Seq-Facts and retrieved
response candidates from the retrieval module in HybridNCM.
4.2.2 Evaluation Methodology. Following previous related
work [8, 18, 35], we use BLEU and ROUGE-L for the automatic
evaluation of the generated responses. The corpus-level BLEU is
known to better correlate with human judgments including con-
versation response generation [6] comparing with sentence-level
BLEU. We also report lexical diversity as an automatic measure
of informativeness and diversity. The lexical diversity metrics in-
clude Distinct-1 and Distinct-2, which are respectively the number
of distinct unigrams and bigrams divided by the total number of
generated words in the responses. In additional to automatic eval-
uation, we also perform human evaluation (Section 4.3.2) of the
generated responses of different systems on the appropriateness and
informativeness following previous work [8].
4.2.3 Parameter Settings. All models are implemented with
PyTorch10 and MatchZoo11 toolkit. Hyper-parameters are tuned
with the validation data. The hyper-parameters in the generation-
based baselines and the generation module in the proposed hybrid
neural conversation model are shown in Table 4. For the hyper-
parameter settings in the hybrid rankingmodule, we set the window
size of the convolution and pooling kernels as (6, 6). The number
of convolution kernels is 64. The dropout rate is set to 0.5. The
9We did not compare with [34] since the code of both the state-of-the-practice IR
system [42] and the multi-seq2seq model, which are the two main components of the
proposed ensemble model in [34], is not available.
10https://pytorch.org/
11https://github.com/NTMC-Community/MatchZoo
Table 4: The hyper-parameter settings in the generation-
based baselines and the generation module in the proposed
hybrid neural conversationmodel. These settings are the op-
timized settings tuned with the validation data.
Models Seq2Seq Seq2Seq-Facts
Embedding size 512 256
# LSTM layers in encoder/decoder 2 2
LSTM hidden state size 512 256
Learning rate 0.0001 0.001
Learning rate decay 0.5 0.5
# Steps between validation 10000 5000
Patience of early stopping 10 10
Dropout 0.3 0.3
margin in the pairwise-ranking hinge loss is 1.0. The distant super-
vision signals and the number of positive samples per context in
the hybrid ranking module are tuned with validation data. The used
distant supervision signal is BLEU-1 and we treat top 3 response
candidates ranked by BLEU-1 as positive samples. All models are
trained on a single Nvidia Titan X GPU by stochastic gradient de-
scent with Adam [16] algorithm. The initial learning rate is 0.0001.
The parameters of Adam, β1 and β2, are 0.9 and 0.999 respectively.
The batch size is 500. The maximum conversation context/ response
length is 30. Word embeddings in the neural ranking model will
be initialized by the pre-trained GloVe12 word vectors and updated
during the training process.
4.3 Evaluation Results
4.3.1 Automatic Evaluation. We present evaluation results
over different methods on Twitter/ Foursquare data in Table 5. We
summarize our observations as follows: (1) If we compare retrieval-
based methods and HybridNCM with pure generation based meth-
ods such as Seq2Seq, Seq2Seq-Facts and KNCM-MTask-R, we find
that retrieval-based methods and HybridNCM with a retrieval mod-
ule achieve better performance in terms of BLEU and ROUGE-L.
This verifies the competitive performance of retrieval-based meth-
ods for conversation response generation reported in previous re-
lated works [34]. (2) Both HybridNCM-RS and HybridHCM-RSF
outperform all the baselines including KNCM-MTask-R with multi-
task learning proposed recently by Ghazvininejad et al. [8] under
BLEU and ROUGE-L. The results demonstrate that combining both
retrieved and generated response candidates does help produce
better responses in conversation systems. For the two variations
of HybridNCM, HybridNCM-RSF achieves better BLEU and worse
ROUGE-L. Overall the performances of these two variations of Hy-
bridNCM are similar to each other. One possible reason is that, the
main gain over baselines comes from the retrieval module and the
re-ranking process in hybrid ranking module. So the differences in
the generation module do not change the results too much. (3) For
lexical diversity metrics like 1-gram/ 2-gram diversity, generation-
based methods are far behind retrieval-based methods and Hybrid-
NCM, even for KNCM-MTask-R with external grounded knowledge
and multi-task learning. This result shows that the retrieved re-
sponse candidates are more diverse than the response candidates
generated by Seq2Seq models. Researchers have studied Maximum
12https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
Table 5: Comparison of different models over the Twitter/
Foursquare data. Numbers in bold fontmean the result is the
best under themetric corresponding to the column. ‡means
that the improvement from the model on that metric is sta-
tistically significant over all baseline methods with p < 0.05
measured by the Student’s paired t-test. Note that we can
only do significance test for ROUGE-L since the other met-
rics are corpus-levelmetrics. The results of KNCM-MTask-R
are directly cited fromGhazvininejad et al. [8] since we used
the same 1 million grounded Twitter conversation data set
from this work. Thus we don’t have the ROUGE-L result for
this baseline method.
Method BLEU ROUGE-L Distinct-1 Distinct-2
Seq2Seq 0.5032 8.4432 2.36% 11.18%
Seq2Seq-Facts 0.5904 8.8291 1.91% 7.85%
KNCM-MTask-R 1.0800 \ 7.08% 21.90%
Retrieval 1.2491 8.6302 14.68% 58.71%
HybridNCM-RS 1.3450 10.4078‡ 11.30% 47.35%
HybridNCM-RSF 1.3695 10.3445‡ 11.10% 46.01%
Mutual Information (MMI) object functions [17] in neural models
in order to generate more diverse responses. It would be interesting
to compare MMI models with IR models for conversation response
generation. We leave this study to future work.
4.3.2 Human Evaluation. Automatic evaluation of response
generation is still a challenging problem. To complement the au-
tomatic evaluation results, we also perform human evaluation to
compare the performance of different methods following previous
related works [8, 33, 34]. We ask three educated annotators to do
the human evaluation. We randomly sample 400 conversation con-
texts from the test data, and instruct the annotators to rate the
output responses of different systems.13 We hide the system ids and
randomly permute the output responses to rule out human bias. In
the annotation guidelines, we ask the annotators to evaluate the
quality of output responses by different systems from the following
2 dimensions:
• Appropriateness: evaluate whether the output response is
appropriate and relevant to the given conversation context.
• Informativeness: evaluate whether the output response can
provide useful and factual information for the users.
Three different labels “0” (bad), “+1” (neutral), “+2” (good) are
used to evaluate the quality of system output responses. Table 6
shows the comparison of different models with human evaluation.
The table contains the mean score, ratio of three different cate-
gories of labels and the agreement scores among three annotators.
The agreement score is evaluated by Fleiss’ kappa [5] which is
a statistical measure of inter-rater consistency. Most agreement
scores are in the range from 0.2 to 0.5, which can be interpreted
as “fair agreement” or “moderate agreement”. 14 The annotators
have relative higher agreement scores for the informativeness of
13Wemainly performed human evaluation on our methods and three baselines Seq2Seq,
Seq2Seq-Facts and Retrieval. We didn’t include KNCM-MTask-R into human evaluation
since there is no open source code or official implementation from [8]. The results
of KNCM-MTask-R in Table 5 are cited numbers from [8] since we used the same
experimental data sets.
14https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fleiss%27_kappa
Table 6: Comparison of differentmodels with human evaluation. ‡means that the improvement from themodel on thatmetric
is statistically significant over all baseline methods with p < 0.05 measured by the Student’s paired t-test. The agreement score
is evaluated by Fleiss’ kappa [5] which is a statistical measure of inter-rater consistency. Agreement scores are comparable
to previous results (0.2-0.5) as reported in [33, 34]. Higher scores indicate higher agreement degree. The results of KNCM-
MTask-R are not included in this table since the generated responses by KNCM-MTask-R are not available and the code of the
KNCM-MTask-R is also not available.
Comparision Appropriateness Informativeness
Method Mean Bad(0) Neutral(+1) Good(+2) Agreement Mean Bad(0) Neutral(+1) Good(+2) Agreement
Seq2Seq 0.4733 61.67% 29.33% 9.00% 0.2852 0.2417 77.58% 20.67% 1.75% 0.4731
Seq2Seq-Facts 0.4758 62.50% 27.42% 10.08% 0.3057 0.3142 70.75% 27.08% 2.17% 0.4946
Retrieval 0.9425 34.42% 36.92% 28.67% 0.2664 0.8008 35.50% 48.92% 15.58% 0.3196
HybridNCM-RS 1.1175‡ 27.83% 32.58% 39.58% 0.3010 1.0650‡ 18.42% 56.67% 24.92% 0.1911
HybridNCM-RSF 1.0358‡ 31.67% 33.08% 35.25% 0.2909 1.0292‡ 20.42% 56.25% 23.33% 0.2248
Table 7: Side-by-side human evaluation results.
Win/Tie/Loss are the percentages of conversation contexts a
method improves, does not change, or hurts, compared with
the method after “v.s.” on human evaluation scores. HNCM
denotes HybridNCM. Seq2Seq-F denotes Seq2Seq-Facts.
Type Appropriateness Informativeness
Comparision Win/Tie/Loss Win/Tie/Loss
HNCM-RS v.s. Seq2Seq 0.71/0.15/0.14 0.84/0.10/0.06
HNCM-RSF v.s. Seq2Seq 0.68/0.16/0.16 0.82/0.11/0.07
HNCM-RS v.s. Seq2Seq-F 0.70/0.15/0.15 0.80/0.12/0.08
HNCM-RSF v.s. Seq2Seq-F 0.65/0.19/0.17 0.77/0.15/0.09
HNCM-RS v.s. Retrieval 0.43/0.31/0.26 0.50/0.31/0.18
HNCM-RSF v.s. Retrieval 0.41/0.30/0.29 0.50/0.28/0.22
generation-based methods like Seq2Seq and Seq2Seq-Facts, since
these methods are likely to generate short responses or even re-
sponses containing fluency and grammatical problems.
We summarize our observations on the human evaluation re-
sults in Table 6 as follows: (1) For the mean scores, we can see
both HybridNCM-RS and HybridNCM-RSF achieve higher average
rating scores compared with all baselines, in terms of both appro-
priateness and informativeness. Human evaluation results verify
that hybrid models indeed help improve the response generation
performances of conversation systems. For baselines, the retrieval-
based baseline is stronger than generation-based baselines. For
HybridNCM-RS and HybridNCM-RSF, HybridNCM-RS achieves
relatively higher average human rating scores with a small gap.
(2) For the ratios of different categories of labels, we can see that
more than 72% of output responses by HybridNCM-RS (68% for
HybridNCM-RSF) are labeled as “good (+2)” or “neutral (+1)” for
appropriateness, which means that most output responses of hy-
brid models are semantically relevant to the conversation contexts.
Generation-based methods like Seq2Seq and Seq2Seq-Facts perform
worse than both the retrieval-based method and hybrid models.
The retrieval-based method, although quite simple, achieves much
higher ratios for the categories “good (+2)” and “neutral (+1)” com-
pared with generation-based methods. For informativeness, the
hybrid models HybridNCM-RS and HybridNCM-RSF are still the
best, beating both generation-based baselines and retrieval-based
baselines. These results show that the re-ranking process in the
hybrid ranking module trained with distant supervision in hybrid
Table 8: The number and percentage of top responses se-
lected by the hybrid ranking module from retrieved/ gen-
erated response candidates. #PickedGenRes is the number
of selected responses from generated response candidates.
#PickedRetRes is the number of selected responses from re-
trieved response candidates. #PickedTop1BM25 is the num-
ber of selected responses which is also ranked as top 1 re-
sponses by BM25.
Item HybridNCM-RS HybridNCM-RSF
#TestQNum 2066 100.00% 2066 100.00%
#PickedGenRes 179 8.66% 275 13.31%
#PickedRetRes 1887 91.34% 1791 86.69%
#PickedTop1BM25 279 13.50% 253 12.25%
conversation models can further increase the informativeness of re-
sults by promoting response candidates with more factual content.
(3) For the statistical significance test, both HybridNCM-RS and
HybridNCM-RSF outperform all baseline methods with p < 0.05
measured by the Student’s paired t-test in terms of human eval-
uation scores. We also show the side-by-side human evaluation
results in Table 7. The results clearly confirm that performances of
hybrid models are better than or comparable to the performances
of all baselines for most test conversation contexts.
4.4 Analysis of Top Responses Selected by
Re-ranker
The number and percentage of top responses selected from re-
trieved/ generated response candidates by the neural ranking model
are shown in Table 8. We summarize our observation as follows:
(1) most picked results (91.34% for HybridNCM-RS and 86.69% for
HybridNCM-RSF) are from the retrieved response candidates. This
is reasonable because we have multiple retrieved response candi-
dates but only one generated response candidate. In some cases,
generated responses are preferred to retrieved responses. (2) Al-
though the percentage of generated responses is not high, this does
not mean we can just directly use the results returned by the re-
trieval method. If we look at the row “PickedTop1BM25”, we can
find that only very few responses ranked as the 1st by BM25 are
ranked as the 1st again by HybridNCM. Thus, HybridNCM changed
the order of these responses candidates significantly. In particular,
the hybrid ranking module in HybridNCM did the following two
Table 9: The response generation performance when we vary the ratios of positive samples in distant supervision.
Supervision BLEU-1 BLEU-2 ROUGE-L
Model # Positive BLEU ROUGE-L BLEU ROUGE-L BLEU ROUGE-L
HybridNCM-RS
k’=1 0.9022 8.9596 0.7547 8.8351 1.0964 8.9234
k’=2 1.0649 9.7241 1.1099 9.9168 1.1019 9.6216
k’=3 1.3450 10.4078 1.1165 10.1584 1.1435 10.0928
HybridNCM-RSF
k’=1 1.0223 9.2996 1.1027 9.2453 1.0035 9.2812
k’=2 1.3284 9.8637 1.0175 9.8562 1.0999 9.8061
k’=3 1.3695 10.3445 0.8239 9.8575 0.9838 9.7961
Table 10: The response generation performance when we
vary different distant supervision signals. This table shows
the results for the setting “k’=3”, where there are 3 positive
response candidates for each conversation context. “Sent-
BLEU” denotes using sentence-level BLEU scores as distant
supervision signals.
Model HybridNCM-RS HybridNCM-RSF
Supervision BLEU ROUGE-L BLEU ROUGE-L
BLEU-1 1.3450 10.4078 1.3695 10.3445
BLEU-2 1.1165 10.1584 0.8239 9.8575
ROUGE-L 1.1435 10.0928 0.9838 9.7961
SentBLEU 0.8326 9.2887 1.0631 9.6338
tasks: a) re-evaluate and re-rank the previous generated/ retrieved
responses to promote the good response; b) try to inject some gener-
ated responses by Seq2Seq models into retrieved results if possible.
(3) We notice that response candidates generated by Seq2Seq-Facts
model are more likely to be picked compared to those generated by
Seq2Seq. When a generated response contains rich factual content,
the hybrid ranking module is more likely to pick it, which also
helps boost the BLEU metrics.
4.5 Impact of Distant Supervision Signals
We investigate the impact of different distant supervision signals
on the response generation performance in Table 10. We find that
distant supervision signals like BLEU-1 are quite effective for train-
ing the hybrid ranking module. The sentence-level BLEU is not a
good choice for the distant supervision signal. The reason is that
the sentence-level BLEU is computed only based on the n-gram
precision statistics for a given sentence pair. This score has a larger
variance compared with the corpus-level BLEU. Since sentence-
level BLEU scores would become very small smoothed values if
there are no 4-gram or trigram matches between two sentences,
which may happen frequently in short text pairs.
4.6 Impact of Ratios of Positive Samples
We further analyze the impact of the ratios of positive/ negative
training samples on the response generation performance. Table
9 shows the results. The value of k ′ is the number of positive re-
sponse candidates for each conversation context when we train the
hybrid ranking module. When k ′ = 1, we select one positive candi-
date from the ground truth responses in the training data, which
is equivalent to the negative sampling technique. As k ′ increases,
we construct the positive candidates by selecting one positive sam-
ple from the ground truth responses and k ′ − 1 positive samples
from the top ranked candidates by distant supervision. We find that
Table 11: Examples of output responses by different meth-
ods. r means the response is retrieved. д means the re-
sponse is generated. Entities marked with [ENTITY] have
been anonymized to avoid potentially negative publicity.
“HNCM” denotes “HybridNCM”.
Context Donated to the [ENTITY] last night and now I have to listen toautomated phone calls. It’s enough to make me want to cancel.
Method r/g System Output Response
Ground Truth - Ask them to put you on their internal dnc list. They will likely
respect this, because future calls can get them charged.
Seq2Seq g I didn’t get it. I didn’t.
Seq2Seq-Facts g I’m sorry to hear that. Please dm us your email address so we
can look into this. Thanks!
Retrieval r It’s a known issue in LA county. I just got an email from my
dm and tech and it should be good in 30 minutes or so.
HNCM-RS r We’re listening and would like to know more and help with
your experience. Please follow us so i can dm you our contact
info. [ENTITY]
HNCM-RSF g We’re sorry to hear this. Please dm us if you need assistance.
Please dm us your contact info so we can look into this.
larger k ′ can improve the response generation performance. This is
reasonable since larger k ′ means the model can observe more posi-
tive training samples and positive/ negative response pairs in the
pairwise ranking loss minimization process. However, increasing
the value of k ′ also adds risks of introducing noisy positive training
data. Thus, the value of k ′ is a hyper-parameter, and needs to be
tweaked via trial and error.
4.7 Examples and Case Study
We perform a case study in Table 11 on the outputs by different
methods. In this example, we can find that the response produced by
Seq2Seq is very general and it does not provide any useful informa-
tion for the user. Seq2Seq-Facts generates a much better response
by injecting more factual content into response generation process.
The response returned by the Retrieval method is also relevant to
the context. However, it provides very specific information like
“LA county”, “30 minutes”, which may have negative impact on
the appropriateness of this response for some users. The responses
produced by hybrid models achieve a good balance between speci-
ficity and generalization. The response by HybridNCM-RS is from
retrieved results and the response by HybridNCM-RSF is from gen-
erated results, which shows that both retrieval-based methods and
generation-based methods have the capacity to produce good re-
sponses for certain contexts. Thus it is a natural to combine these
two different types of methods for response generation.
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we perform a comparative study of retrieval-based
and generation-based methods for building conversation systems.
We propose a hybrid neural conversation model with the capability
of both response retrieval and generation in order to combine the
merits of these two types of methods. For the training of the hybrid
ranking module, we propose a distant supervision approach to auto-
matically infer labels for retrieved/ generated response candidates.
Experimental results with Twitter/ Foursquare data show that the
proposed model outperforms both retrieval-based and generation-
based methods including a recently proposed knowledge-grounded
neural conversation model under both automatic evaluation and
human evaluation. The findings in this study provide insights on
how to integrate text retrieval and text generation models for build-
ing conversation systems. For future work, we would like to study
reinforcement learning methods for response selection in order to
directly optimize metrics like BLEU/ ROUGE.
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